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NORTH DEVON COUNCIL 

REPORT TO: STRATEGY AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

Date: 1 February 2021 

TOPIC: NORTH DEVON BIOSPHERE PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT – REQUEST FOR FUNDING 

REPORT BY: HEAD OF PLACE 

  

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This report identifies work being undertaken by the North Devon Biosphere 
Foundation, which as well as supporting environmental objectives will assist in the 
economic recovery and development of North Devon.  The Biosphere Foundation 
has requested Council support this work through making of a grant. A like request 
has been made of Torridge District Council. 

 
1.2 The Council’s Corporate Plan was adopted at the full Council meeting on 24 

September 2019.  The four Corporate Priorities are: 
1. Financial Security 
2. Focus on delivering the best for the customer 
3. Cherishing and protecting the environment 
4. Planning for North Devon’s future 

The projects the subject of this grant request will support deliver against the 3rd 
and 4th corporate priorities. 

 

2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 That members agree that: 

1) Approve a revenue budget of £20,000 to be funded from the Economic 
Development earmarked reserve to provide a grants to support the further 
development of the: 

(a) Digital Biosphere (Smart Biosphere and Accelerator programme) 

(b) Natural Capital (£50m Impact Fund and Marketplace) and 

Subject to match funding being agreed by Torridge District Council and an 
appropriate grant funding agreement being put in place. 
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3 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

3.1 To support delivery of corporate plan priorities and the Council’s response to the 
economic and structural issues arising from Covid19. 

4 REPORT 

4.1 The North Devon Biosphere is a United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) designated Biosphere Reserve. Biosphere 
reserves are ‘learning places for sustainable development’; sites for testing 
interdisciplinary approaches to understanding and managing changes and 
interactions between social and ecological systems, including conflict prevention 
and management of biodiversity. They are places that provide local solutions to 
global challenges. Biosphere reserves include terrestrial, marine and coastal 
ecosystems. Each site promotes solutions reconciling the conservation of 
biodiversity with its sustainable use. 

4.2 There are 714 biosphere reserves in 129 countries, including 21 transboundary 
sites. The United Kingdom has seven reserves, with North Devon being the first 
new style Biosphere Reserve designated in the UK. 

4.3 Biosphere Reserves involve local communities and all interested stakeholders in 
planning and management. They integrate three main “functions”: 

 Conservation of biodiversity and cultural diversity 

 Economic development that is socio-culturally and environmentally sustainable 

 Logistic support, underpinning development through research, monitoring, 
education and training 

 
4.4 The North Devon Biosphere Foundation is dedicated to furthering the aims of the 

UNESCO North Devon Biosphere Reserve Partnership and was established to be 
a funding vehicle for the Partnership.  It is committed to the strategy and action 
plan and works closely with all partners in the Biosphere.  The Foundation is a 
registered charity and not for profit company limited by guarantee and is registered 
with ENTRUST as an environmental body. The Foundation achieved charity status 
in April 2014. 

4.5 The North Devon Biosphere Foundation’s Mission is to: 

“Create a Natural Capital Economy >20% of the South West’s GDP by 
creating, testing, scaling and sharing innovative sustainable business 
models that realise significant environmental & social benefits by 2030” 

4.6 The North Devon Biosphere is supported financially by the Council and in 2020/21 
this was to the amount of £15,900.  This supports the ongoing revenue costs of 
the work of the Biosphere and does not allow for the development work which the 
Foundation undertakes.  The Foundation has been working on a six-month 
program (April–Sept 2020) supported by match funded from North Devon Council 
and Torridge District Council of £8,580 each. The work has had the dual focus of: 

1. “Digital Biosphere” (50%) 

2. Biosphere Foundation commercial development (50%) 

http://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/
http://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/
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4.7 The Government’s Green Finance Strategy (2019) states: 

“...the re-allocation of tens of trillions of dollars of capital towards green 

investment offers the potential to reshape cities, energy systems and land 

use around the world. The nature of this investment over the coming 

decades will determine the future of our climate, the natural world and the 

resilience of our communities. It also presents a substantial commercial 

opportunity for the UK financial sector. The transition to a clean and 

resilient economy will hugely expand the opportunity for green finance 

investments --from homes to power generation to our natural environment." 

 

4.8 The Projects 

 

4.9 The Natural Capital Impact Fund is an investment fund of £50m for northern 
Devon, providing national and international investors with opportunities across 
seven themed areas whilst enhancing the environment, economy, biodiversity and 
carbon capture in the area.  The Fund’s genesis is the DEFRA 25 Year 
Environment Plan pioneer programmes which were hosted in the Biosphere, 
providing the means to test new approaches to lever investment into natural 
capital.  North Devon was chosen to deliver two of the four pioneer projects 
because of the advanced thinking the partnership has shown in its approach to 
natural capital. 

 

4.10 The Fund is being developed in collaboration with Vivid Economics and Exeter 
University with the aim of launching it to private investors in quarter one of 2022.  
There are 30 plus delivery partners and a track record locally in natural capital 
solutions.  The project is earmarked for £100k of DEFRA investment and £350k of 
Innovate UK funding has been bid for.  DEFRA & the Environment Agency have 
been consulted on the Strategy via an online presentation by the project team. 
The audience included Dan Barwick Programme Manager at DEFRA and lead for 
the Natural Capital Investment Readiness Fund and Emily Briggs, DEFRA Deputy 
Director, Green Finance, responsible for IR and Green Recovery Fund. The 
response was very positive and supportive, providing confidence of a strong fit for 
inclusion in the ‘Investment Readiness Fund’ in the next stage. 

 

4.11 The Biosphere Fund will have 7 investment areas: 

1. Woodland and Tree Planting 

Landscape-scale woodland creation and the development of proven land-use 
change models to accelerate the transition from pastoral/arable land to 
economically viable woodland. 

2. Carbon finance 

Exchange of loans for programs that generate carbon credits alongside loan 
repayments 

3. Blue Impact 
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Build on the DEFRA Marine Pioneer, to offer blue carbon sequestration, marine 
economy stimulation and innovative catchment services. 

4. Biodiversity Credits 

Working with Vivid Economics, create a new model to service this growing sector 
which is exportable, and which can create many jobs in biodiversity management. 

5. Food and Circular Economy 

'Relocalise' food networks. To create resilient food supply chains, reduce carbon 
footprints and create local employment and apprenticeship opportunities in a high 
grow agri-food sector. 

6. Artificial Intelligence and Ecosystem Services 

Harness technology to improve land management, smart agriculture, catchment 
services and changes in land-use. 

7. Natural Capital Trading 

Integrated natural capital trading marketplace to transact natural capital assets 
(carbon, soil health, biodiversity credit). 

 

4.12 The Biosphere Foundation’s research leads it to believe that there is a time limited 
opportunity to cement a UK lead position in natural capital investment, from six 
key perspectives: 

 1. Strong Interest 

TriodosBank, Investing for Good and Environmental Finance, all experts in the 
Impact Investment market, have offered to manage the launch and placement of 
the fund. A significant vouch of confidence. 

2. Strong Growth 

UK investment markets are mature and capable of funding nature-based solutions. 
ESG assets have almost doubled over four years, to $40.5 trillion in 2020 

3. Demand Exceeds Supply 

“There is no shortage of capital in the market for investable natural capital 
projects; there is a shortage of projects aggregated to scale, with proven scalable 
and replicable business models. Head of Corporate Finance –TriodosBank 

4. Natural Capital Trusts 

HM Government's 25 Year Environment Plan (25YEP), highlights blended 
public/private investment should be managed through Natural Capital Trusts, such 
as the NDBF 
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5. International Finance Corporation/World Bank 

"With the global economy now enmeshed in a deep recession, the impact 
investing market has been growing and maturing. Estimated market size is slightly 
above $2 trillion in 2019.“ IFC/World Bank's CEO(2020) 

6. UK 25 Year Environment Plan 

“We will begin trialling components of a new system of environmental land 
management that rewards farmers and landowners who deliver environmental 
outcomes. The system will be designed in a way that supports innovative 
approaches and can facilitate complementary private sector investment." 

4.13 Project Timeline 

 

 
 
4.14 The Natural Capital Marketplace 
 

Marketplace performs three functions: 
 
1. Placing balance of Impact Fund into themed projects  
 
2. Remunerates landowners for project implementation 
 
3. Provides trading platform for customers 
 
Initial assets traded: 
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• Carbon credits, biodiversity credits, phosphate and nitrogen1 which over 
enriches freshwater and coastal ecosystems and is a rapidly growing 
environmental crisis 

 
This is a three year proposal with Environment Agency support of £100,000+ 
match funding (with IRF).  DEFRA’s Deputy Director Green Finance: “fantastic”, 
“inspiring”, “very appealing”. 
 
 

1. phosphate and nitrogen – The Foundation is currently developing an addition 
to their trading platforms.  Carbon is well advanced focusing on sequestration 
- the Carbon trading market has become much more attractive to investors 
and it is anticipate that this will be an important source of future investor 
interest. 

 The second area that is being actively explored is establishing a nutrients 
trading platform.  This will specifically focus on the impact of Nitrates and 
Phosphates on water quality.  For information Somerset has in recognition of 
the problem an almost total prohibition on new development until some 
solution/mitigation can be found to resolving problems with phosphates. 

 
4.15 Project Timeline 
 

 
 
 
4.16 The Smart Biosphere uses ICT and technology to support work in themed areas 

of: 
• Environmental Services Carbon trading, ELMs M&E, biodiversity net gain and 

technology solutions to natural assets 
• Farming and Woodland  in the form of precision farming and forestry products 
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• Agri-Food & Big Data Technologies and data application in agri-food sector 
value chains 

• Smart Catchments – estuary and marine water quality for aquaculture, tourism 
and carbon 

• Machine Learning – artificial intelligence systems learning and toolkits 
• Tourism digitalisation – build resilience, tourism supply chains and innovation  

 
4.17 Smart Biosphere has strong links to the work of the district councils’ led Digital 

Strategy. 
 
4.18 The Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership has committed £150k of 

funding for phase one to “prove the concept for future bids” and investigation 
carried out of additional match funding options potential sources being the 
Environment Agency, DEFRA and South West Water.  The initial focus of work is 
on smart agriculture and on catchments with outcomes expected across new jobs, 
education, environment and the broader economy. 

 
4.19 The final strand of work for which support is being sought is the Digital 

Technology Accelerator (DTA).  This is a focused set of initiatives designed to 
speed up the development of the knowledge economy in northern Devon. The 
knowledge economy has been defined as an economic system in which the 
production of goods and services is based principally on knowledge-intensive 
activities that contribute to a rapid pace of advancement in technical and scientific 
innovation as well as accelerated obsolescence. 

 
4.20 The strategy for this work, which has been reviewed by the Connected Places 

Catapult, has been created through a partnership between the Councils’ economic 
development teams, Petroc, Cosmic, BT and the Biosphere.  Use has been made 
of a number of EU studies that have defined the ingredients that are needed to 
create a thriving digital technology economy in a rural context. 

 
4.21 Outcomes from the DTA, expected by 2025 are 200+ new technology jobs, £25m+ 

economic contributions from the digital/tech sector as a result of this work and 
£25m+ of inward investment. It is also aimed to support the creation of 35 new 
tech companies along with 50 apprenticeships. 
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4.22 Next Phase of Work 
 
4.23 The next phase of work for the Impact Fund is to work up a pipeline of project 

business cases, prepare applications for the DEFRA Investment Readiness Fund 
and secure £250k to launch the fund. 

 
4.24 The next phase of work for the Marketplace is to secure Environment Agency 

financial support and complete the pilot of the Marketplace platform. 
 
4.25 The next phase of work for the Smart Biosphere is to secure further LEP funding 

for the pilot, confirm the scope of the pilot and complete the business case for 
further funding bids. 

 
4.26 The next phase of work for the Digi-Tech Accelerator is to get the programme 

‘shovel ready’ for LEP/government funding: 
• Form multi-disciplinary public/private work team to oversee development 

• Five business cases for LEP funding readiness (ideas, people, infrastructure, 

business environment and places)  

• Make £1-3m technopole economic development application to the LEP 

• Explore partnership opportunity with Connected Places Catapult 

• Support fund raising for roll out. 

 

4.27 Consultants working for the Biosphere Foundation suggest the following financial 
outcomes are achievable: 
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5 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 
5.1 £20,000 is requested by the Biosphere Foundation each, from North Devon and 

Torridge Councils to continue the programme development outlined in this report.  
The Foundation states that it has exceeded their match funding and has 
exhausted its financial reserves in supporting the work so far. In addition to the 
funding the Council has and will continue to need to provide officer time.  Direct 
financial impact on the Council is difficult to estimate at this stage, however, if 
successful, the projects will produce significant economic and environmental 
benefit for northern Devon, which could become a frontrunner and hub in the 
natural capital marketplace at a national stage, whilst also delivering 
environmental benefits locally. 

 

5.2 The North Devon Biosphere is supported financially on an annual basis by the 
Council and in 2020/21 this was to the amount of £15,900 to support the ongoing 
revenue costs of the work of the Biosphere. 
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6 EQUALITIES ASSESSMENT 

6.1 None directly from this report though the objective of the initiative is to address the 
economic prosperity of North Devon and enhance its environment. 

7 CONSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT 

Article or Appendix 
and paragraph 

Referred or 
delegated power? 

Key decision? 

Article 7.12 Appendix 4, para 
17 

Yes 

8 STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

8.1 This report contains no confidential information or exempt information under the 
provisions of Schedule 12A of 1972 Act. 

9 BACKGROUND PAPERS 

9.1 The following background papers were used in the preparation of this report: 

 NDC Corporate Plan 

 North Devon Council Covid19 Recovery Plan 

 Presentation by the Biosphere Foundation 

 Variety of web sites for background information 

 

Appendix 1 – North Devon Biosphere Strategy for Sustainable Development 2014-

2024 

 

 The background papers are available for inspection and kept by the author of the 
report. 

10 STATEMENT OF INTERNAL ADVICE 

10.1 The author confirms that advice has been taken from all appropriate Councillors 
and Officers. 

Lead Member(s): Councillor Malcolm Prowse & Councillor Caroline Leaver 

Author: Michael Tichford 

Date: 13 January 2021  

Reference: 
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